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Click Here to sign up. All generic medications must undergo certain tests comparing them to brand-name medications.
This site does not dispense medical advice or advice of any kind. We comply with the HONcode standard for
trustworthy health information - verify here. Click Terms of Use for more information. Print this page Add to My Med
List. This might include fillers, dyes, or other ingredients, which could cause problems for people with allergies or
sensitivities. The FDA has assigned all generic versions of the drug an "AB" rating, meaning they should be equivalent
to brand-name Sinemet. Separate multiple addresses with a comma or semicolon. The patents for Sinemet
carbidopa-levodopa have expired, and generic Sinemet is now available. Sinemet Rating 21 User Reviews 7. If a study
is submitted that demonstrates bioequivalence to a specific listed drug product, the generic product will be given the
same three-character code as the reference listed drug it was compared against. Are you still sure that you want to clear
all of you selected topics?Generic Sinemet Availability. See also: Generic Sinemet CR Sinemet is a brand name of
carbidopa/levodopa, approved by the FDA in the following formulation(s). carbidopa/levodopa systemic. Brand names:
Sinemet, Rytary, Sinemet CR, Parcopa Drug class(es): dopaminergic antiparkinsonism agents Carbidopa/levodopa
systemic is used in the treatment of: GTP-CH Deficiency Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome Parkinson's Disease
Restless Legs Syndrome. 15 records - Carbidopa + Levodopa brands in India - LCD from Intas, Levopa-C from Wallace
(Rivella), Neocare from VHB, Neocare Plus from VHB, Pardopa from Micro Synchro, Parkimet from GSK, Sinemet
Plus from VHB, Syncapone from Sun, Syndopa from Sun, Syndopa Plus from Sun, Syndopa-CR from Sun. Recently,
there has been a shortage of brand formulation of carbidopa/levodopa (Sinemet) for PD patients. The shortage has The
development of a generic equivalent however, requires only the demonstration of bioequivalence with brand name
counterparts and testing is done only in healthy subjects. The fact that the. To view the price of the drug, click on the
brand name. The generic Carbidopa-Levodopa is manufactured by 9 companies. Medindia's drug directory has currently
26 Brands of Carbidopa-Levodopa listed. New generics and brands are constantly being updated as and when they are
approved by drug controller and. Processing Search DrugInfoSys. Drugs, Brands, Company, Disease. Sign in or Sign up.
User ID Password. Remember me - forgot password. Sign up or Sign in. Name (in full) Email address. Password
Confirm Password. US Brand Name. Parcopa; Rytary; Sinemet ; Sinemet ; Sinemet ; Sinemet CR. Canadian Brand
Name. Sinemet ; Sinemet ; Sinemet ; Sinemet CR ; Sinemet CR Descriptions. Carbidopa and levodopa combination is
used to treat Parkinson's disease, sometimes called. Merck had already synthesized and patented carbidopa, another dopa
decarboxylase inhibitor in , and in Lotti showed that the use of the L-form of carbidopa, further reduced the therapeutic
dose of L-DOPA. The combination of L-carbidopa and L-DOPA was marketed under the brand name of Sinemet. Jan
18, - As this eMedTV resource explains, Sinemet (carbidopa-levodopa) is available in generic form. This page lists the
available strengths of generic Sinemet and explains how the FDA has determined that these generics are equivalent to
the brand-name drug. Medscape - Parkinson disease dosing for Sinemet, Rytary, Duopa (carbidopa/levodopa),
frequency-based adverse effects, comprehensive interactions, contraindications, pregnancy & lactation schedules, and
cost information.
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